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Abstract : With the extensive increase in the number of online shops, loyalty becomes the most purpose for e-retailers by
which they can maintain their exit customers and regular income instead of spending large deal of money to target new
segmentation. To obtain customers’ loyalty e-marketers should firstly satisfy customers by providing a high quality of services
that could fulfil their demand. They have to satisfy them to trust the web-site then increase their intention to re-visit it. This
study intends to investigate to what extend the elements of e-service quality presented in the literature affect customers’
satisfaction and how these influences contribute to customers’ trust and loyalty. Three dimensions of service quality are
estimated. The first element is web-site interactivity, which is perceived the quality of interactive support and the accessible
communications-tool. The second aspect is security/privacy, which is perceived the quality of controlling security and privacy
while transaction over the web-site. The third element is web-design that perceived a pleasant user interface with visual
appealing. These elements present positive effects on shoppers’ satisfaction. Thus, To examine the proposed constructs of this
research, some measurements scale-items adapted from similar prior studies. Survey data collected online from Saudi
customers (n=106) were utilized to test the research hypotheses. After that, the hypotheses were analyzed by using a variety of
regression tools. The analytical results of this study propose that perceived quality of interactivity and security/privacy affects
customers’ satisfaction. As well as trust seems to be a substantial construct that highly affects loyalty in online shopping. This
study provides a developed model to obtain a simple understanding of the series of customers’ loyalty in online shopping. One
construct presenting in the research model is web-design appears to be not important antecedent of satisfaction (the path to
loyalty) in online shopping.
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